
I hope this newsletter finds you and your family doing well! 
 This newsletter is going to brief but very important. We are in the process of transitioning all 
support that has been going to Reliant Mission over to Restoration Church. Below is a detailed 
letter explaining the move and how to transition your giving from Reliant to Restoration. Also, I 
would ask that if you are not currently supporting the work of Restoration financially that you would 
prayerfully consider adding us to your missions giving this year! We are excited about what the 
Lord has in store for us in 2018! 

Upcoming Changes to Support - The Need Remains Ongoing 

Dear Friends and Donors, 

I hope you are all doing well and enjoying a great start to 2018! 

It is hard to believe that we are approaching the 3-year anniversary of me traveling to Orlando, 
FL to be trained as a support-based missionary with Reliant Mission. It is no stretch to say that I 
am not sure where we would be in the process of planting Restoration Church if not for our 
partnership with Reliant. 

Since then, I have had the joy and privilege of being loved, prayed for, and supported financially 
by you all. It has been an enduring blessing and source of strength for our family during the often 
chaotic season of planting a church. The people I serve and lead as pastor of Restoration have 
also benefited greatly from your generosity, which has allowed me to be freed up to focus on the 
church exclusively since becoming fully funded. 

As the new year begins, we are in a season of transition as well. Our aim in the next month is to 
move all of the current giving over to Restoration Church. Restoration is now in a position to 
faithfully honor and steward your gifts in the same way Reliant has done over the past three 
years. My family and Restoration are still in need of your support going forward. 
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That being said, giving to Reliant will remain open through February 28, 2018, to allow you time 
to login and cancel online giving through the Reliant port and move that support over to 
Restoration through our website. Reliant will automatically cancel your Recurring Giving at 
the end of February, if you do not login to your Reliant giving account at www.reliant.org. You 
may also call or email to stop your Reliant giving: 407-671- 9700 ext. 141 or ext. 142 
gift.services@reliant.org. 

Here is the link to setup your new giving account through the church’s website.: 

 https://restorationilm.churchcenter.com/giving 

If you have been giving by check you may still do so as well. Simply make the check out to 
“Restoration Church” and mail it to the following address: 

Restoration Church 
1121C Military Cutoff Rd #346 
Wilmington NC 28405 

All gifts given to Reliant from January 1, 2018, through February 28, 2018, will be receipted by 
Reliant and you will receive end of year giving statements for those gifts in 2019. Going 
forward, all giving will be receipted by the church and you will receive year end giving 
statements directly from Restoration. 

If you have been receiving the newsletter but haven’t yet joined the team as a financial supporter, 
may I ask you to prayerfully consider joining for the coming year? By the end of February, due 
to circumstances beyond our control, we will have lost $1,050 in monthly support. Our need is 
on-going and we would love to have you become a part of a team of people who are praying and 
sacrificially giving to see the Kingdom advance in Wilmington! 

The past three years the partnership I’ve had with Reliant has been such a joy to myself, my 
family, and Restoration! Their joy in Christ and their desire for the spread of the fame of Jesus is 
first class! Reliant has allowed me peace of mind regarding your giving being handled promptly 
and faithfully. Superlatives run out and accolades can ring hollow so I’ll leave you with this. 
There are going to be many who will be engaged with and respond in faith to the gospel of Jesus 
because of the unsung but eternally important work of Reliant in supporting those on the 
frontline of ministry, may the Lord continue to grant their ministry much success! 

In Christ, 

Chris Wilson 
Lead Pastor/Planter - Restoration Church 

To provide financial support please visit https://restorationilm.churchcenter.com/giving
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